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ANNUAL REPORT DUE JANUARY 31st! 

The Annual Report for all Approved Provider Units is due by January 31, 2016.  
The Annual Report allows the Midwest MSD office to ensure that changes in 
structure and personnel are up to date, and takes a look at Provider 
operations in an abbreviated format.  Potential red flags or process issues can 
be identified and corrected without waiting for the full Approved Provider 
application renewal every 3 years.  In addition, the annual report provides the 
Midwest MSD with information about your CNE programs that will facilitate 
the evaluation of the total Midwest MSD continuing education program for 
the past year – one of our outcome measures as an MSD.  

Remember that the sample activity for your Annual Report requires only 
partial documentation – read the list of required documents carefully so that 
you don’t submit more than is needed.  Reminder:  your sample activity 
cannot be one of previously developed content (such as BLS/ACLS) or an 
activity previously submitted.  Only activities from 2015 will be accepted.  If 
you have any questions about the Annual Report, please contact Sara at the 
Midwest MSD office. 

Approved Provider 
Conference Calls 

 Thanks to all who responded to the survey 
about best days/times for the monthly Approved 
Provider conference calls.  The consensus:  the 
1st Tuesday of each month from 12 noon to 
1:00pm.   
Upcoming call dates for 2016: 
                    February 2      
                    March 1      
                    April 5 
                    May 3       
                    June 7  
 Primary Nurse Planners, Nurse Planners and/or 
key personnel involved in the Approved Provider 
Unit are encouraged to participate! We will 
continue to cover a particular topic each month 
pertaining to Approved Provider Unit operations 
and compliance with the ANCC/Midwest MSD 
educational design criteria as well as address any 
questions identified by Provider Unit staff.                              

QUALITY QUOTES 

     I hope that in this year to come, YOU MAKE 
 MISTAKES.  Because if you are making mistakes,  
 then you are making new things, trying new things, 
 learning, living, pushing yourself, changing yourself, 
 changing your world.  
                                                   -  Neil Gaiman 

   New Year - a new chapter, new verse, or just the 
 same old story? Ultimately we write it. The choice 
 is ours.  
                                                                                                          - Alex Morritt 

 

 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/6828888.Alex_Morritt
http://www.midwestnurses.org


DISCLOSURES 
INFORMATION THAT MUST BE COMMUNICATED TO LEARNERS 

ANCC criteria require that Approved Providers communicate information to learners prior to the start of an 
educational activity. In live activities, required information must be provided to learners prior to initiation of the 
educational content. In enduring materials (print, electronic, or web-based activities), required information must 
be visible to learners prior to the start of the educational content. Required information may not occur or be 
located at the end of an educational activity.  
 
Required information for learners includes:  
              • Approval statement of provider responsible for the educational activity.  
              • Notice of requirements to receive contact hours:  

                       o Learners are informed of the criteria that will be used to award contact hours (Successful  
                            Completion Requirements), which may include but are not limited to:  
                                   Actual time spent in the educational activity,  
                                   Required attendance time at activity (e.g., 100% of activity, or miss no more than 10  
                                         minutes of activity),  
                                   Successful completion of post-test (e.g., attendee must score X% or higher),  
                                   Completed evaluation form, and/or 
                                   Return demonstration.  
          • Presence or absence of conflicts of interest for all individuals in a position to control content:  

                    o For individuals who have a relevant relationship, the following information must be provided to 
                           learners: 
                                  Name of individual  
                                  Name of commercial interest  
                                  Nature of the relationship the individual has with the commercial interest  

                    o If no relevant relationship exists, the provider must inform learners that no conflict of interest exists 
                           for any individual in a position to control the content of the educational activity.   Both Planners and  
                          Presenters should be specifically included in this statement. 
         • Additional required information, if applicable, includes:  

                   o Commercial Support:  
                                Learners must be informed if a commercial interest has provided financial or in-kind support  
                                       for the educational activity.  

                   o Expiration of enduring materials:  
                               Educational activities provided through an enduring format (e.g., print, electronic, web-based)  
                                     are required to include an expiration date documenting for how long contact hours will be  
                                     awarded.  
                   o Joint providership:  
                              Learners are informed of the provider of the educational activity and all other organizations  
                                     that participated in jointly planning the activity.  
 
Activity files must include evidence of the required disclosures. Evidence may include such items as computer 

screen shots, slide from presentation materials, page from agenda book, marketing materials or similar that 

demonstrates how the required disclosures were provided to learners.  

                                                                                                                - American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) 

                                                                                                                  Director’s Update December 2015 

 



ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

How Many Nurse Planners Does It 
Take to Change a Light Bulb? 

 When looking at sample activities 
submitted as part of the Approved Provider 
Unit renewal applications, the Nurse Peer 
Review team members occasionally note 
that an activity 
will identify 
more than one 
Nurse Planner 
for the 
planning 
committee.  
The Nurse 
Planner for an 
educational 
event is one 
specific 
individual who not only meets the 
requirements to serve, but is also 
knowledgeable about ANCC/MW MSD 
criteria and is responsible for adherence to 
those criteria.  Other nurses are welcome to 
be on the planning committee, including 
other nurses who may have those same 
qualifications.  However, those additional 
nurses are considered planning committee 
members and should be designated as such, 
completing a Planner/Presenter COI form, 
not a Nurse Planner COI form.  Only one 
Nurse Planner should assume the 
responsibilities for adherence to the criteria 
for any particular activity. 
 

                                  To BIO or Not to BIO 
                                  That is the Question 
   Based on the number of questions that have been asked of the Midwest  
  MSD team recently, there appears to be some confusion surrounding the  
  new criterion regarding biographical forms.  The ANCC has relaxed the    
  requirement that a biographical data form be completed for presenters,  
  faculty and authors for an educational activity, and the Midwest MSD  
  provided new forms reflecting this change (available on the Approved  
  Provider Forum) in September.  Presenters complete only the Conflict of  
  Interest Form now.   
   However, another process must be in place and documented within  
  Activity Planning Guides of how the presenter’s credentials and/or  
  expertise was determined by the planning committee. This can be done  
  by requesting a CV or resume (which every potential presenter should  
  already have available to send instantly when asked), research done  
  online to verify credentials, or a statement by a planning committee  
  member documenting that they have attended an activity with that  
  presenter and attest to expertise.  Any of these can be utilized; other  
  methods are also possible.  Each Approved Provider Unit must decide  
  how they are going to operationalize this new criterion.   
   Because some Provider Units have indicated that they prefer to continue 
  using a combined Planner/Faculty Biographical Data Form/Conflict of  
  Interest form, the Midwest MSD has developed a combination form that  
  includes the recent changes made to the conflict of interest section as  
  well as in the signature area of the old form.  Contrary to what might  
  have been communicated recently, the CE Team determined that to  
  ensure that all criteria are met, old combination BIO/COI forms should 
  not be used after March 1, 2016.  If you are interested in obtaining a  
  copy of this combination form, please email Sara. 
 Note that the Nurse Planner is still required to complete both 1) a  
  Nurse Planner Biographical Data Form (at least annually or as changes  
  occur) and 2) a Nurse Planner Conflict of Interest Form (one for each  
  activity planned). 

REFERENCES AND RESOURCES 
Standardization results in a quality benefit for participants 

The Nurse Peer Review Leader and the Nurse Peer Review team members have noted that often the references 
submitted on Educational Planning Tables are in a format that does not allow the reviewer to find the information that 
the reference is supposed to refer to.  For example, the reference list says www.ana.org when the activity’s content is 
about the new 2015 Code of Ethics.  While some navigation of the ANA website allows the reviewer to find information 
on the new Code of Ethics, consider asking your presenters for the reference list to be in a format that would be 
appropriate for distribution to participants in an activity.  You wouldn’t want your participants to have to search around 
a vast website to find useful information, and including as much of the website address as is needed to avoid that is 
helpful to both your participants if you use the list to create a “recommended reading” list, and to the reviewers who 
are spot-checking those references.  Resources used and references should be cited with as much detail as possible so 
the information can be found easily as follow-up reading or additional education.  For the example used above, the 
correct reference for the Code of Ethics page would be 
http://nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses.  

http://www.ana.org/
http://nursingworld.org/MainMenuCategories/EthicsStandards/CodeofEthicsforNurses


Standardizing references to APA, Chicago, Harvard or MLA style citation requirements is another option to ensure that 
your “recommended reading” lists are both accurate and informational.  Here are some resources that may help: 

 APA Reference List: Electronic Sources from the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL) 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/10/ 

 The Chicago Manual of Style: Web Sources from the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL) 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/717/05/ 

 CSE Quick Citation Guide from Penn State University Libraries, Library Learning Services 
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/psul/lls/students/cse_citation.html  

  ipl2's Style and Writing Guide Section 
Resources by Subject > Reference > Style and Writing Guides 

 MLA Works Cited: Electronic Sources (Web Publications) from the Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL) 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/08/ 

 Quick Guide: ACS Citation Style from Penn State University Libraries, Library Learning Services 
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/content/dam/psul/up/pams/documents/QuickGuideACS.pdf 

A citation generator is an easy way to create citations in proper format.  It is a type of online tool that creates 
bibliographic and in-text citations for you. Here are a couple that use the most common citation styles, like APA, 
Chicago, and MLA.  

 BibMe 
http://www.bibme.org/ 

 Son of Citation Machine 
http://citationmachine.net/index2.php?start=# 

Offering a bibliography, recommended reading list or references as a handout or as a download is a value-added benefit 
for participants, and can be easily compiled from the required references/resources that your presenters are submitting 
if they are guided to do so in a standardized format.   
 

 

 

Midwest Multistate Division 
P.O. Box 105228 
Jefferson City, MO  65110 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

Have questions?  Email: 
Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
Carol Walker NP@midwestnurses.org 
Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 

To all of the 

AWESOME 
people we have the 

honor of working 
with: The Midwest 

MSD wishes you 
and yours the 

happiest of New 
Years! 


